Town Planner
Bristol
£25,000 - £30,000 + £3,500 Car Allowance + Bonus + Benefits
We are currently working with a well-established, multidisciplinary consultancy with several offices
across the UK. Working across multiple high-profile UK projects, they offer services across an entire
project, from planning and design through to delivery.
Due to significant growth, there is now an exciting opportunity for an ambitious Town Planner to join
their busy team in Bristol. This opportunity would suit a career-focused individual who thrives in a
busy environment where no 2 days are the same!
Exposed to a range of project work (including large scale strategic developments), you will be
assisting in the delivery of various consultancy services. This may include undertaking public
consultation, the preparation, submission and monitoring of planning applications and the collation
of evidence and negotiating applications. With the support of a strong management/leadership
team, you will be working towards managing your own projects.
To be considered for this post you will have an RTPI accredited degree and be working towards (or
already be) a chartered member of the RTPI. You must be able to demonstrate a solid understanding
and knowledge of the UK planning system. Private sector experience is preferable (but not
essential).
This consultancy love nothing more than promoting their staff and will be dedicated to ensuring you
have a PDP in place and regular appraisals/ salary reviews against your performance for you to
succeed; one of their internal goals is for all employees to reach their full potential.
Not only will you receive some of the best training and development in the industry, but you will also
be rewarded with a competitive salary, bonus and a list of additional benefits. If you are ‘hungry’ for
success and want to join some of the best in the industry, we’d love to hear from you!
For more information, please contact us:
0121 582 0877
Donna.Banks@joshuarobert.co.uk

